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Metro arms 1911 9mm

7 Titles Display 12 24 48 All per page Sort by Location Price 5 Forged Steel BarrelNovak-Style Rear and Dovetail Front SightsExtended Slide StopBeavertail Grip SafetyCombat Hammer and TriggerExtended Safety ThumbCheckered Hard Wood handle with diamond-cut oakHard Chrome Finish View AllClose Type
Semi-Automatic Action Single Caliber 9mm Magazine capacity 8+1 barrel length, 5 aim dovetail front Novak Rear Safety Beavertail Grip Safety Extended Thumb Safety Grips Hardwood w/MAC Logo Finish Hard Chrome Weight, oz 37.2 View AllClose Action: Single Action: Shooting,Hunting Barrel Length: 5in Caliber:
9mm Luger Capacity: 8rd Finish: Chrome Model: American Classic 1911 Product Type: Pistols Department: Firearms Serialized Product: T View AllClose Each MAC is designed to win with custom features at a price, that you can afford. From the match barrel to the beveled magwell, you know you found something
special. Tactical Tupperware may be the way of the future, but the ergonomics and sharp trigger of 1911 cannot be disputed. Maybe it's the handsome lines browning designed or the soothing heft of the steel frame in his hand, but nevertheless it's hard to be a man of handguns and not appreciate 1911. Fortunately,
appreciating a classic doesn't require ignoring evolution. Since 1911, there have been more than 100 years of development in the design and manufacturing sector. The absolutist may try to ignore them, but modern 1911 doesn't have to be unreliable, in the chamber .45acp or even a single stack. Metro Arms craftsmen
understand this and have created a work admired in the selection of local competition or on the famous podium. The American Classic XB is suitable for 17+1 revolutions 9 mm for hand-mounted 1911. Watch the video below for craftsmanship. For those who love cannons by numbers, the specifications listed below are
taken directly from the product's website. Caliber 9mm Operation SA Capacity 17 + 1 barrel length 5 Front sight Mil-Spec Rear sight dovetail finishes Blue grips Aluminum structure 4140 Steel frame / 4140 Hammer forged Steel slide safety Atmospheric thumb safety / Beavertail Weight 39.40 Length 8.40 Height 5.40
Width 1.50 As shown in the video, XB is very well done. The fit is tight and accurate, and I bet the shooting is too. I'm about to get XB in range for the usual tests. For those unfamiliage with GBGuns, the process starts with a full clip +1 to ensure essential reliability, then I perform various loads through the weapon.
Between bullet profiles, ammo weights, powder mixtures and enclosure materials, not all ammunition works well in all cannons. What's for dinner? The purpose of the test is to identify what the weapon eats and what it does not eat. After that, a fast field Test with nosler match ammunition, which is actually more where I
collect thoughts about a gun than it is a weapon test. If you don't know the fear of American Classic, don't. This is the same company that produces amazing Metro Arms Bobcut, SPS Pantera and Llama Micromax. Details Deep blue finish •Improved Classic single-action 1911 •100% MIL-SPEC •Tuned 3-hole combat
connector •Steel barrel forged in the throat •4140 Steel slide forged in hammer sky •Extended slider •Dovetail front sight •Novak-style rear sight •Front and rear clearance •4140 Steel frame •4140 Steel frame •Beavertail grip safety •Extended thumb safety •Skeletal battle hammer •Lowered ejection fraction •Custom
hardwood handles •Lifetime service contract •Width: 1.24 •OAL: 8,375 •Wt.: 37 oz. Reviews Write review average 1 customer reviews: AWESOME 9MM 1911! 5/5 Stars Review on: October 26, 2019 Review: Jeff tellicosta, Bought 9mm 1911 metco arms. Straight out of the box it was great!! Run 2,000 laps through it, and
he's a GREAT Shooter. Price is the right weapon is great I set it against all 9mm and bet it wins every time Related Products Product # MRDE50PC magnum research DESERT EAGLE 50AE PISTOL $1,799.9 Out of stock Open lot # NAA22LR naa NAA-22LR 22LR REVOLVER $199.99 Outdoor Stock from Open
Target # HEH018410R henry H018-410R 410GA LEVER SHOTGUN $739.99 $689.99 Stock Open Item # GLUA4450101 glock GLOCK 44 22LR 10RD MAG $429.99 Stock Open Although all efforts are to include accurate and correct images, descriptions and pricing for all products, unintentional errors can occur. Vance
Outdoors reserves the right to change or change pricing information or descriptions without notice. If you have any questions about the item, please call or email for more information before placing an order. Space.
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